We propose the first lightly-supervised approach to scoring an argument's persuasiveness. Key to our approach is the novel hypothesis that lightly-supervised persuasiveness scoring is possible by explicitly modeling the major errors that negatively impact persuasiveness. In an evaluation on a new annotated corpus of online debate arguments, our approach rivals its fullysupervised counterparts in performance by four scoring metrics when using only 10% of the available training instances.
Introduction
Argumentation mining is a relatively new and active area of research in the natural language processing (NLP) community, focusing on extracting argument components (e.g., claims, premises) and determining the relationships (e.g., support, attack) between them. Recently, researchers have begun work on modeling an intriguing linguistic phenomenon, the persuasiveness of arguments.
In this paper, we examine argument persuasiveness in the context of an under-investigated task in argument mining, argument persuasiveness scoring. Given a text consisting of an argument written for a particular topic, the goal of argument persuasiveness scoring is to assign a score to the text that indicates how persuasive the argument is. An argument persuasiveness scoring system can be used in a variety of situations. In an online debate, for instance, an author's primary goal is to convince others of the argument expressed in her comment(s). Similarly, in persuasive essay writing, an author should establish convincing arguments. In both situations, a persuasiveness scoring system could provide useful feedback to these authors on how persuasive their arguments are.
Being a discourse-level task, argument persuasiveness scoring is potentially more challenging than many NLP tasks. Oftentimes, argument persuasiveness can only be determined by understanding the discourse, not by the presence or absence of lexical cues. As an example, consider the debate argument shown in Table 1 , which is composed of the author's assertion and her justification of the assertion written in response to a debate motion. It is fairly easy for a human to determine that this argument should be assigned a low persuasiveness score because the argument could be more clear. However, the same is not true for a machine, primarily because it is not possible to determine the persuasiveness of this argument merely by considering the words or phrases appearing in it.
Given the difficulty of the task, it is conceivable that unsupervised argument persuasiveness scoring is very challenging. Nevertheless, a solution to unsupervised argument persuasiveness scoring is of practical significance. This is because of the high cost associated with manually creating persuasiveness-annotated data needed to train classifiers in a supervised manner. This contrasts with tasks such as polarity classification and stance classification. In these tasks, large amounts of annotated data can be harvested from the Web, as it is typical for a user to explicitly indicate her polarity/stance while writing her comments in a discussion/debate forum.
We propose a lightly-supervised approach to argument persuasiveness scoring. To our knowledge, this is the first lightly-supervised approach to the task: virtually all previous work involving argument persuasiveness has adopted supervised approaches, training models with a large number of surface features that encode lexico-syntactic information. Note that learning from a large number of lexico-syntactic features is difficult, if not im- possible, when annotated data is scarce. Hence, we explore a different idea, addressing lightlysupervised argument persuasiveness scoring via an error-modeling approach. Specifically, guided by theoretical work on persuasiveness, we begin by defining a set of errors that could negatively impact an argument's persuasiveness. The key step, then, is to model an argument's errors: given an argument, we predict the presence and severity of the errors it possesses in an unsupervised manner by bootstrapping from a set of heuristically labeled seeds. Finally, we learn a persuasiveness predictor for each error-labeled argument from a small amount of persuasiveness-annotated data.
Our contributions are two-fold. First, we propose the first lightly-supervised approach to persuasiveness scoring that rivals its supervised counterparts in performance on a new dataset consisting of 1,208 online debate arguments. Second, we make our annotated dataset publicly available. 1 Given the difficulty of obtaining annotated data for this task, we believe that our dataset will be a valuable resource to the NLP community.
Related Work
There have been several recent attempts to address tasks related to argument persuasiveness. Habernal and Gurevych (2016a,b) rank a pair of arguments w.r.t. persuasiveness, but ranking alone cannot tell us how persuasive an argument is. Persing and Ng (2015) score a student essay based on whether it makes a (un)convincing argument for its thesis. Using the conversations in the ChangeMyView subreddit, Tan et al. (2016) study factors affecting whether a challenger can successfully persuade a commenter to change the view she expressed in her original post.
While Wei et al. (2016) bate posts are written in response to a preceding comment in the conversation. Hence, it is not uncommon to see emotional rather than logical arguments or even insults and personal attacks. In addition, it may not always be possible to understand what the argument is and why the author made a particular argument without understanding the (preceding) context. In contrast, the debate comments in our corpus are written in response to a given debate topic. In other words, each comment is written independently of the other comments and therefore can be understood without them.
In a broader sense, our error-modeling approach is related to work on holistically scoring an essay via detecting and totaling up specific errors in it. For details, we refer the reader to Shermis et al. (2010) and Leacock et al. (2014) .
Corpus and Annotation
We use as our corpus a randomly selected subset of 165 debates obtained from the International Debate Education Association (IDEA) website 2 . These debates cover a wide range of topics including politics, economics, religion, and science. Each debate consists of a Motion, which expresses a stance on the debate's topic, and an average of 7.3 arguments, each of which either agrees or disagrees with the motion's stance. Each of the 1,208 arguments consists of an Assertion, which expresses in one sentence why the author agrees or disagrees with the motion, and a Justification, which explains in an average of 6.9 sentences why the author believes her assertion.
We ask two native speakers of English to annotate each of the 1,208 arguments with a persuasiveness score after familiarizing them with the (topicand domain-independent) scoring rubric (see Table 2 ). Specifically, we ask our annotators to score each argument's persuasiveness on a scale of 1−6. The example argument in Table 1 gets a persuasiveness score of 2 because it could be expressed more clearly. Table 3 : Distribution of error/argument persuasiveness scores as percentages. Table 3 shows the distribution of scores for argument persuasiveness.
To measure interannotator agreement, we select a subset of 69 arguments and ask both annotators to score them w.r.t. argument persuasiveness. The average difference between the annotator-assigned scores is 0.899. For the sake of our experiments, when annotators disagree on a score, we average their annotations together, rounding up to the nearest whole number to obtain the gold score.
Error Types
Key to our approach to persuasiveness scoring is the unsupervised modeling of the errors that could negatively impact persuasiveness. In this section, we define five such error classes, which are motivated by theoretical work on persuasiveness. 3 Grammar Error (GE) Connor and Lauer (1985) note that grammar and/or mechanical errors can interrupt the flow of discourse in persuasive essays, so we give arguments a GE score of 1 if they contain GEs severe enough to make the argument hard to understand, and 0 otherwise. The argument in Table 1 gets a GE score of 0 because it contains no severe GEs.
Lack of Objectivity (LO) Oktavia et al. (2014) consider the use of personal opinions as evidence in argumentative writing a fallacy, so we give arguments a LO score of 1 if they display an in-appropriate lack of objectivity, and 0 otherwise. 4 The argument in Table 1 receives a LO score of 1 because the author weaves a scenario in which she repeatedly speculates on what a child thinks or will do.
Inadequate Support (IS) Petty and Cacioppo (1984) find that arguments with more support are more persuasive, so we give arguments an IS score of 0 if they offer adequate support to justify their assertion, 1 if they do not offer enough support, or 2 if they offer almost no support. The example argument gets an IS score of 2 because the author's scenario is completely unsupported.
Unclear Assertion (UA) In Connor's (1990) criteria for judging assertions in persuasive writing, the lowest score is assigned to essays which did not clearly assert the problem they address. So we give an argument an UA score of 1 if it is not clear how the assertion is related to the motion without reading the justification, or 2 if the assertion is incomprehensible without reading the justification. It receives a score of 0 otherwise. The example argument gets a UA score of 1 because it is not clear how the assertion is related to the motion.
Unclear Justification (UJ) Because a smooth flow of ideas throughout an argument is important to its persuasiveness, Connor (1990) also evaluates persuasive essays' coherence. Since it is not clear what an incoherent argument is arguing for, we give an argument an UJ score of 2 if the justification appears unrelated to the assertion, 1 if it does not concisely justify the assertion, or 0 if the justification is clear. The example argument gets an UJ score of 0 as it is easy to understand the author's point in the justification.
Approach
In this section, we present our approach to persuasiveness scoring. Broadly, it first predicts the presence and severity of the aforementioned errors (Section 5.1), then uses these predictions to assign persuasiveness scores (Section 5.2).
Prediction of Error Types
Our process for predicting error types consists of two steps. First, for each error type, we heuristically apply error severity values to a set of training arguments that can be confidently error-labeled (Section 5.1.1). Using these error-labeled arguments as seeds, we then apply the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) to predict the error severity values of the remaining training arguments (Section 5.1.2).
Heuristics
In this subsection, we describe our heuristics. Grammar Error (GE) To detect GEs, we use the LanguageTool proofreading program 5 to detect all GEs (e.g., redundant phrases and typos) in all training set justifications. We then calculate the frequency with which GEs occur per sentence in each justification, clustering these values using k-means clustering 6 . Finally, we label the training set arguments in the highest cluster with a GEs value of 1, and training set arguments in the lowest cluster with a GEs value of 0. This makes intuitive sense because GEs can hinder persuasiveness if they occur very frequently, and cannot hinder persuasiveness if they never occur. Lack of Objectivity (LO) We count how frequently the word "morally" appears in justifications per token. We employ k-means clustering on these frequencies to help us identify which justifications use it most. The justifications falling in the highest cluster's arguments are heuristically labeled with a LO severity of 1. We do the same with the word "certain". Finally, if an author uses less than five definite articles in her justification, we heuristically label her argument with a severity of 1. These rules make sense because arguments that are too concerned with the author's morality or in which the author seems too certain, or in which the author is rarely specific are likely to display a LO. 7 To find arguments not displaying a LO (severity = 0), we count and k-means cluster the frequency of first person plural pronouns in the justifications. Arguments whose justifications are in the lowest cluster are labeled with a LO severity of 0. This makes sense because justifications that lack objectivity often rely on stories about the writer's personal experiences. We use plural pronouns to capture this rather than singular ones because thesis statements (which are not inherently subjective) often begin with "I believe" or "I think". 8
Inadequate Support (IS) To assign IS severities, we first need to know how many sources an argument cites. 9 An argument that cites no references is assigned an IS severity of 2. If the argument cites only one reference, it gets a score of 1. Finally, we cluster arguments by the number of sources they cite. Arguments in the highest cluster are assigned an IS severity of 0. These rules make sense because arguments that cite a lot of sources are probably adequately supported.
Unclear Assertion (UA) UAs typically consist of very short sentence fragments (e.g. "Europe"). For this reason, we heuristically assign an argument an unclear assertion severity of 2 if they are less than four words long.
To identify arguments with an UA severity of 1, we first identify all content lemmas (nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) in the assertion. If none of these lemmas are mentioned in the justification, the argument gets a severity of 1. Since this heuristic necessarily conflicts with the previous one, when applying UA heuristics, rules with greater severity take precedence.
Finally, we k-means cluster the counts of assertion content lemmas appearing in the justification and assertion lengths. 10 If an argument is not in the lowest cluster in either of these, it gets labeled 7 We note that these lexical features are potentially specific to this particular domain. There have been a number of works examining objectivity and subjectivity that go beyond lexical features and use syntactic structures (Riloff and Wiebe, 2003; Wilson et al., 2005) and emotional and factual arguments (Oraby et al., 2015) . 8 Since more than one heuristic might apply to a given argument, we leave an argument unlabeled if the heuristics tell us to apply inconsistent labels to it. This is also how we handle contradictory heuristics for the remaining errors. 9 We develop heuristics for extracting references from the justification. See the Appendix for these heuristics. 10 We use k = 6 for assertion length clustering because assertions vary greatly in length.
1 # of grammar errors per sentence in justification (GE) 2 # of times the word "morally" appears in justification (LO) 3 # of times the word "certain" appears in justification (LO) 4 # of definite articles in justification (LO) 5 # of first person plural pronouns in justification (LO) 6 # of references cited in justification (IS) 7 # of words in assertion (UA) 8 # of content lemmas in assertion that also appear in justification (UA) 9 # of sentences in justification (UJ) 10 # of times words that lemmatically match the assertion's subject appear in the first argument of a contingency-cause discourse relation in justification (UJ) with an UA severity of 0. Unclear Justification (UJ) As with UAs, UJs are often very short. For this reason, we k-means cluster the sentence counts in our training set justifications, and label arguments whose justifications fall into the lowest cluster with an UJ severity of 2. As in the previous error, this rule takes precedence over other rules.
To identify arguments with UJ severities of 1 or 0, we first dependency and discourse parse our assertions and justifications using Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) and Lin et al.'s (2014) PDTB-style discourse parser, respectively. Using the dependency parse, we identify the assertion's main subject, which we assume is the first word that is a child in an nsubj or nsubjpass relationship. Next, we count the number of times words that lemmatically match the subject appear in the first argument of a contingencycause discourse relation in the justification. Finally, we k-means cluster these counts, assigning arguments with justifications in the highest cluster an UJ severity of 0, and those in the lowest cluster a severity of 1. These rules make sense because a justification that discusses its assertion's topic's effects frequently is likely to be very topically coherent, thus having a clear justification.
Bootstrapping using EM
Recall that for each error type t, our heuristics only label a subset of the training arguments with error severity values for t. 11 To label the remain- 11 The heuristics for GE, LO, IS, UA, and UJ can label 39%, 66.%, 86%, 50%, and 87% of the training arguments, ing training arguments, we apply EM to bootstrap from the heuristically labeled seeds for t.
Specifically, we initialize the model parameters using only the seeds for t. After that, we iterate the E-step and the M-step until convergence. In the Estep, we probabilistically (re)label each unlabeled training argument with its error severity value for t using the current model parameter values. Then, in the M-step, we re-estimate the model parameters using both the seeds and the training arguments probabilistically (re)labeled in the E-step.
To understand what the model parameters are, we need to specify the generative model. In our experiments, we employ Naive Bayes as the underlying generative model, effectively assuming that each feature value is conditionally independent of other feature values given the class value (which in this case is the severity value for t).
To fully specify the model parameters, we need to specify the features used to represent each argument. Specifically, we employ the 10 features used in the heuristics described in the previous subsection. For the sake of clarity, we list them again in Table 4 . Note that all of them have numerical values. Hence, to reduce data sparseness, we kmeans cluster the values, and use the 10 k-valued features in the EM-based bootstrapping process.
Regardless of which error type we train the model for, the same set of 10 k-valued features will be used. In other words, the generative models for the five error classes differ only w.r.t. the set of seeds used to initialize the model parameters. After learning, we employ the model learned for each error type to error-label the test arguments.
Persuasiveness Prediction
Like many other unsupervised and weaklysupervised models, we make a modeling assumption in our approach in order to facilitate learning in an environment where annotated data is scarce. Specifically, we assume that the persuasiveness score of an argument inversely correlates with the sum of its severity scores over all errors. 12 This assumption intuitively makes sense: as the number and severity of the errors increase, the corresponding argument becomes less persuasive.
Given this assumption, we train a lightly supervised persuasiveness predictor as follows. First, we cluster the training arguments by the sum of respectively.
12 For instance, if an argument has an IS severity of 2 and a LO severity of 1, the sum of its severity scores will be 3. severity scores over all errors. 13 Then, we randomly select n arguments from each cluster c (where 1 ≤ n ≤ 12 in most of our experiments), and manually label them with their persuasiveness scores. Finally, we assign to each c a persuasiveness score that is the average of the persuasiveness scores of the n manually labeled arguments in c.
During testing, we compute the sum of severity scores over all errors for each test argument, assign it to the corresponding cluster, and predict its persuasiveness score as the score of the cluster it is assigned to. Since our system assigns the Average persuasiveness of training arguments having the same Error Severity count, we call it ASE.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our approach to persuasiveness prediction. Since there is an element of randomness in our algorithm and the baselines (in which arguments get labeled), we report results using 5 repetitions of 5-fold cross validation.
Scoring Metrics
We employ four evaluation metrics for persuasiveness scoring, namely E, M E, M SE, and P C.
The simplest metric, E, measures the frequency at which a system predicts the wrong score. M E and M SE measure the mean error and mean squared error of our persuasiveness predictions, respectively. The formulas below illustrate how we calculate E, M E, and M SE, respectively:
where A j , E j , and E j are the annotator assigned, system predicted, and rounded system predicted persuasiveness scores 14 respectively for argument j, and N is the number of arguments. The last metric, P C, computes Pearson's correlation coefficient between a system's predicted 13 While the highest possible error severity count is 8, there is no argument in our corpus for which we predict that count. Hence, we only end up with 8 clusters, one for each error severity count (0−7).
14 Since a regressor assigns each argument a real value rather than an actual valid score, it would be difficult to obtain a reasonable E score without rounding the system estimated score to one of the possible values. For that reason, we round the estimated score to the nearest valid persuasiveness score (1−6 at one-point increments) when calculating E. For other scoring metrics, we round the predictions to 1.0 or 6.0 if they fall outside the 1.0−6.0 range. scores and the annotator-assigned scores. A positive (negative) P C implies that the two sets of predictions are positively (negatively) correlated.
Note that E, M E, and M SE are error metrics, so lower scores on them imply better performance. In contrast, P C is a correlation metric, so higher correlation implies better performance.
Baseline Systems
We employ six baseline systems. All baselines are support vector regressors (Drucker et al., 1997) trained using LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001 ) with default parameters, differing only in terms of the features used by the learner. Bag of words (BOW) In the first baseline, we use as features the bag of words extracted from the argument's assertion and justification. Word n-grams (WNG) The second baseline uses word n-grams (n=1,2,3) extracted from the argument's assertion and justification as features. Bag of part-of-speech tags (BOPOS) Our third baseline employs as features the bag of POS tags in the argument's assertion and justification. Style Our fourth baseline captures aspects of an argument's style. Specifically, it employs four types of features that are motivated by Tan et al.'s (2016) Style baseline, namely:
Length-based features: As longer arguments can be more detailed, we encode as a feature the length in tokens and sentences of an argument's assertion and justification.
Word category-based features: For each of the following categories of words/tokens, we employ as features the absolute count and frequency per token in an argument's justification: (1) definite and indefinite articles and first and second person pronouns, both of which we learned in Section 5.1 can be useful for detecting lack of objectivity; (2) question marks and quotations, which indicate how an argument is structured; (3) positive and negative sentiment words as determined by Mohammad and Yang (2011) since excessive emotion can also signal a lack of objectivity; (4) URLs, since these may be another way of citing evidence; (5) hedge words 15 , which can be used to express argument uncertainty; and (6) phrases that indicate the author is giving an example ("e.g.", "for instance", "for example").
Word complexity features: These features capture the justification's complexity of word choice, namely the justification's word entropy, typetoken ratio, and grade level (Kincaid et al., 1975) .
Word score-based features: Warriner et al. (2013) and Brysbaert et al. (2014) associate each word in a lexicon with four real-valued numbers describing how abstract, intensely emotional, pleasant, and vulnerability-evoking the word is. We extract as features the average value of the words in an argument for each of these qualities.
Duplicated Tan et al. (Tan) As our fifth baseline, we employ our re-implementation of Tan et al.'s (2016) system. Their feature set comprises all the features described in the Style, BOW, and BOPOS baselines, as well as a set of word scorebased features exactly like those described above, except that they involve first quartering the justification, then calculating the word scores on each quarter of the text. These are useful because, for example, successful arguments begin by using calmer words.
Persing and Ng (P&N)
The sixth baseline is the system we previously designed and implemented for scoring argument persuasiveness in student essays (Persing and Ng, 2015) . This system employs five types of features: (1) POS unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, which capture the syntactic generalizations of an argument's justification; (2) frame-semantic features, which capture the semantic generalizations of the justification; (3) features computed based on the frequency of occurrence of transitional phrases in the justification, which encode its degree of coherence; (4) topic relevance features, which capture the relevance of the justification to its motion based on the number of overlapping entities; and (5) argument label features, which are n-grams of sentence-based argument labels (e.g., CLAIM, SUPPORT) derived from the justification.
Results and Discussion
Five-fold cross-validation results of the six baselines when trained on 100% of the training data (966 arguments) are shown in the first six rows of Table 5 . While BOW and WNG serve as strong baselines for many NLP tasks, the same is not true for persuasiveness scoring: they are among the worst baselines. This is perhaps not surprising given the discussion in the introduction: since persuasiveness scoring is a discourse-level task, in Table 5 : Five-fold cross-validation results for persuasiveness scoring. Each baseline is trained on 100% of the training data (966 arguments), while ASE is trained on 96 arguments (10% of the available training data).
many cases an argument's persuasiveness cannot be determined solely from its words and phrases. The best baselines are Style and Tan, a system that builds upon Style. These systems offer considerably better performance than BOW, WNG, BO-POS, and P&N w.r.t. all four scoring metrics. Results of our system, ASE, are shown in the last row of Table 5 . These results are obtained when n is set to 12. Recall that n is a parameter of ASE that specifies the number of persuasivenesslabeled training arguments used to compute each cluster's persuasiveness score. Since we have eight clusters, these results are obtained when ASE is trained on 96 persuasiveness-labeled arguments (10% of the training data). Although ASE is lightly-supervised, it outperforms all the baseline systems by all four metrics. The improvements it yields are highly significant w.r.t. three of the four scoring metrics. 16 These results provide suggestive evidence for the efficacy of our errormodeling approach to persuasiveness scoring.
Additional Experiments
To gain additional insights into ASE, we perform additional experiments.
Lightly-supervised baselines. To be fair in our comparison with the baselines, we retrain them on 10% of the arguments randomly sampled from the training data and compare their performances against ASE. Results are shown in Table 6 . In comparison to the results in Table 5 , almost all baselines suffer from performance deterioration, particularly w.r.t. M E, M SE, and P C. ASE continues to significantly outperform all baselines Table 7 : Results for persuasiveness scoring when one feature is removed from ASE's generative model. F # indicates which feature is being referred to (as indexed in Table 4 ).
w.r.t. these three scoring metrics. Feature ablation. In order to determine each feature's contribution to ASE's generative model, we perform ablation experiments wherein we retrain the model using all but one of the features. Table 7 shows how ASE performs after each feature is removed. 17 From these results, we gather that no feature makes a negative contribution to the model, as no feature's removal significantly improves performance on any metric. Occurrences of "morally", first person plural pronouns, the number of content lemmas appearing in both the assertion and the justification, and justification length (features 2, 5, 8 and 9) make significant contributions to performance according to at least one metric. Error ablation. Recall that ASE predicts persuasiveness based on a summation of the predicted severity scores over all errors. To determine the 17 Unless otherwise stated, results that are significantly worse than that of the original model (p < .01, paired t-test) are marked with a dagger. importance of each error's contribution, we perform five ablation experiments wherein we exclude each one of the errors from this summation. Table 8 shows that the IS, UA, and UJ errors make the most important contributions to persuasiveness scoring since removing them from consideration significantly harms performance compared to ASE. Removing GE and LO, by contrast, harms performance the least since these are likely the two least frequent errors and therefore have less impact on performance.
Learning curve. Table 9 shows how our ASE system performs when n increases from 1 to 10. As we can see, the scores for all metrics with the exception of E follow the expected trajectory of a learning curve, with worse scores for n = 1 progressively becoming better as n approaches 10. Fully-supervised results. Can ASE perform better given more training data? Table 10 shows the results of ASE when it is trained on 10% (ASE(10)) and 100% (ASE(100)) of the training data. As we can see, the answer is yes: ASE(100) significantly outperforms ASE(10) w.r.t. all but the E metric. While it is not surprising to see diminishing returns, what is perhaps surprising is the relative small performance gap between ASE(10) System E M E M SE P C ASE(10) 0.744 1.097 1.753 0.422 ASE(100) 0.745 1.078 1.678 0.441 Table 10 :
Results for persuasiveness scoring when ASE is trained on 10% (row 1) and 100% (row 2) of the training data.
Train data E M E M SE P C 10% 0.739 1.110 1.901 0.408 100% 0.731 1.053 1.724 0.454 Table 11 : Results for persuasiveness scoring when ASE predicts persuasiveness by means of a support vector regressor that is trained on 10% (row 1) and 100% (row 2) of the training data using only the error severity values as features.
and ASE(100): it suggests that ASE learns very fast from a small amount of labeled data. Training a persuasiveness predictor with errors as features. Recall that ASE predicts persuasiveness based on the sum of severity scores. Can we instead predict persuasiveness by training a regressor using only the errors as features? To answer this question, we train a support vector regressor using the 13 binary features that correspond to the 13 severity values of the five errors. The value of a feature is 1 if and only if the argument is assigned the corresponding severity value.
Results of the regressor are shown in Table 11 . When the regressor is trained on 10% of the training data, its results are worse than the ASE(10) results in Table 10 w.r.t. all but the E metric. However, when it is trained on 100% of the training data, its results are slightly better than the ASE(100) results in Table 10 w.r.t. all but the M SE metric. We speculate that being discriminatively trained, the support vector regressor can yield better results than the simplistic modeling assumption made by ASE only when training data is plentiful. Additional experiments are needed to determine the reason, however. Correlation. Recall that ASE assumes that the persuasiveness score of an argument correlates with the sum of its severity scores over all errors. To better understand the extent to which this assumption is true, we cluster all 1,208 arguments by the sum of severity scores. For each of the eight resulting clusters, we average the gold persuasiveness scores of the arguments in the cluster.
Results are shown in Table 12 : Average persuasiveness score and its standard deviation (SD) against the sum of severity score (SS).
the data satisfies our assumption: average persuasiveness decreases as the sum of severity scores increases. The only exception occurs when SS=7, presumably due to the small sample size.
Error Analysis
Next, we conduct a qualitative error analysis. While there is a definite correlation between error severity count and persuasiveness, error severity count is likely not the only factor that impacts persuasiveness. An examination of some essays whose persuasiveness scores are far from their ASE predicted scores shows that factors that are harder to analyze such as logical soundness and the presence of claims that seem to contradict the assertion also play a role in persuasiveness.
In other arguments, persuasiveness prediction error can be attributed to our system's misprediction of the presence/absence/severity of an error. Error annotated data might help address this problem by allowing us to tune our error severity heuristics.
Finally, our error severity scales are pretty coarse-grained. It is reasonable to expect, for example, that a real argument could have an unclear justification error whose severity is halfway between 2 and 1, but our EM algorithm for predicting error severities does not allow this. The introduction of a regression system into our algorithm might address this problem.
Conclusion
We proposed a lightly-supervised approach to the under-studied problem of predicting argument persuasiveness scores on debate arguments. Experimental results on 1,208 arguments demonstrated that our approach significantly outperformed six fully-supervised baselines by three out of four scoring metrics when using only 10% of the training data. To stimulate research on this task, we make our annotated data publicly available.
